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Introduction

gave nearby Ironbridge its name was cast and the boiler and other parts were made for Trevithick’s
1802 locomotive. At this time their technical expertise was among the best in the world but after the
1822.

castings. At the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park in 1851 the Company not only received an award for

held in buildings on a site now occupied by the South Kensington museums complex, Coalbrookdale
provided a number of structures including even more fanciful gates shown in the Illustrated London
News

Figure 1. ILN illustration of Coalbrookdale Gates at 1862 International Exhibition

By the 1850s, it employed some 3500 men and boys at its foundries in Coalbrookdale and Horsehay. The
castings as well as more utilitarian products can be seen today in the Museum of Iron at Coalbrookdale,
part of the Iron Bridge Gorge Museum.
foundry but is actually of Swedish design. The foundry at Coalbrookdale continued to make AGA stoves
into the 21st Century but its closure was announced by the American owners in May 2017.1

Bridge. The hotel had opened on the 5th September 1874 under the ownership of Sir Polydore de Keyser
Lord Mayor of London in 1887. The 400 room hotel was very exclusive with initially every guest having
to be introduced personally or by letter. In this showroom customers could view the company’s smaller
decorative items as well as some of the decorative tiles and bricks from Ironbridge. A wider choice could
be seen in the ornate catalogues produced by the company.2

Unilever House started in 1929 and it opened in 1933.
For larger items, such as steam engines, customers had to go to 16 Eastcheap, E.C. and see another agent

styles and quality of the castings, Coalbrookdale did have rivals in the great Scottish companies such as
Walter MacFarlanes of the Saracen Foundry, Glasgow and George Smith’s Sun Foundry, Glasgow and
This article is derived from a set of GLIAS display boards I help prepare for the Association of Industrial
Archaeology conference held in Ironbridge in 1979 to commemorate the completion of the iron bridge
itself. The display, called ‘The Dale in London’, also included some of the many other products of
the Dale such as tiles from Maws tile works and Coalport. Here I have focussed on only the surviving

Ironbridge Gorge Museum I have looked for a number of other items supplied to sites in London such
as a bandstand in Hither Green and a hotel canopy in Northumberland Avenue without much success;
presumably much was lost to the rather futile and misguided scrap metal drive of World War 2. Others,
lighting appears to have fallen to street improvements and road widening.
Gazetteer
Entries are in order of year of construction where known. All photos by David Perrett unless otherwise
attributed.

when the barge Tilbury
carrying mixed cargos including petroleum and Tilbury was laden with blasting gunpowder from
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At 3am an explosion occurred that completely demolished the bridge and killed three
people. The Coalbrookdale columns were salvaged and the bridge was rebuilt to the same design but
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Figure 4. Great Exhibition Gates in Hyde Park. April 2010
Figure 5. Makers’ plate on column base in Hyde Park.

of the park. When the Exhibition was dismantled in 1852 the gates were put up for sale with other
the construction of the Albert Memorial in 1871 they were moved to their present position. The quality
of the castings is of the highest standard. The gates were repaired after bomb damage in World War II.
In 2000 they were restored by DGT Fabrications of Norwich.
Surprisingly the gates are only listed Grade II whilst the 1858 Queen Gates to the west of the Albert
Memorial are II*.

Figure 6. The Eagle Slayer inside Museum of Childhood.
Figure 7. The Water Carrier Blackfriars. November 2017
Figure 8. Coalbrookdale casting mark

The Eagle Slayer
The Eagle Slayer was exhibited at 1851 Great Exhibition. At the exhibition it was displayed under an
elaborate tall cast iron dome with an eagle perched on top, also by Coalbrookdale. The shepherd is
made at Coalbrookdale, the others being Andromeda, Temperancia and Ceres. The Eagle Slayer
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The Water Carrier
The plaque below the statute on the granite pedestal of the fountain states that it was erected by the
Metropolitan Free Drinking Fountains Association in July 1861 by the Chairman Samuel Gurney MP.

Figure 10. Marked lock plate

The gates, originally called the Temperate House Gates, were purchased from the Coalbrookdale London
£100.6

Figure 11 The competing designs for the Embankment
lamps
Figure 12 One of the two Coalbrookdale competition on the
Chelsea Embankment. April 2016
Figure 13 above
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The
middle lamp was designed by the artist Timothy Butler for the Coalbrookdale Company. Artistically it
was the critics’ favourite saying that it showed the spirit of the Empire but others said it showed two

Joseph Bazalgette, cast by Turner and Allen and features a base of bent lions’ legs and paws. Lamps of

Two of the ornate Butler design lamps cast for the competition at Coalbrookdale can be seen, one
on either side of the road near to the Albert Bridge marking the end of this section of the Thames

Figure 13. Elaborate Coalbrookdale survivor of the number
supplied to Trafalgar Square. November 2017
Figure 15. Coalbrookdale mark on ventilator lamp post

and the other, painted green, was designed by Christopher Dresser for Coalbrookdale ca. 1890. There is
no indication where they came from.

It has been stated that the two ornate triple headed lamp standards, dated 1878, sited at the Trafalgar
Square ends of Northumberland Avenue and the Mall are by Coalbrookdale but this is clearly wrong. In
though it is one of the few artefacts that are marked ‘Metropolitan Board of Works’ in full. The confusion
is easy to understand since Coalbrookdale did supply a number of elaborate ventilating lamp pillars
photographs of the Square. Others were in Shaftesbury Avenue and Embankment Place. Judging from
their position shown in the various photographs they would today be located in the middle of the current
road system – so they were clearly removed in earlier road widening schemes.

the Ironbridge archives: the archive photograph shows an identical column with four suspended glass
globes while the current lamp has had the top globe replaced with a casting of what appears to be a crown.
It is situated above a former toilet, now a ticket booth. A few feet away is a much simpler lamp also with

Figure 16. 1882 Dolphin design lamps outside City of London Girls’ school. 2006

Two Dolphin lamps dated 1882 are mounted at either side of the entrance steps. They appear to be of the
‘Coalbrookdale’. The school was adjacent to where Coalbrookdale had their London sales room on the

The hotel was built in 1898 to the designs of the architect Charles Fitzroy Doll. Partly in response

Figure 18. Lamp posts at Marylebone. October 2016
Figure 19. Casting mark on lamp post
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Marylebone Station and the

for wounded soldiers. After the war it returned to its original role and remained a hotel until WWII when
when it became the headquarters of the British Transport Commission. In 1987 it was sold and has once
again become a hotel. It is clear from the detail of the lamps that the quality of the castings being made

Figure 22. Greenwich Park bandstand. May 2016

iron bandstand.8
neither survive. Some sources say they were cast in the Dale but according to Hazel Conway’s note they
were by J. Potter & Co. West Hampstead. A bandstand by Coalbrookdale is in Montpellier Gardens in
Cheltenham.

at 48 King William St but closed down in 1890 before this bandstand was installed. The relationship of
Coalbrookdale to Deane & Co is unclear since they were not one of its London agents.9
Others…
Other GLIAS members have told me of the following items in London but I have not been able to check
them out.
Sir John Soane Museum Iron chair in basement is said to be by Coalbrookdale
inside are by Coalbrookdale.
bench marked ‘Coalbrookdale’ was there in the 1980s

If you know of other items not included here please let me have details via d.perrett647@btinternet.com
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